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Election Inflection & Earnings Turning
• Primary Election Inflection

• As primary season unfolds, markets may begin to price-in the economic 
policies of leading candidates

• Reactions to Coronavirus 
• Proactive response to the Wuhan epidemic appears geared to contain 

and limit the virus’s impact to China for now

• Earnings Season Turns from Gloomy to Bloomy
• As Q4 earnings improve and expectations for 2020 remain positive, the 

economic expansion will likely trot on
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After Iowa, Voters Likely to Sharpen Their Focus

Primary Election Inflection

• Reading the Iowa Caucus Tea Leaves. With results from the first-in-the-nation Iowa
caucus largely settled, Bernie Sanders secured the most votes so far, though Pete
Buttigieg appears to have walked away with the most delegates. Historically, many
cite the results from Iowa as a momentum builder for securing a party nomination.
However, the value of that momentum has come into question this time around due
to the confusion prompted by technical difficulties, so many will be closely watching
Tuesday’s New Hampshire primaries for further insight.

• After Iowa, Voters Likely to Sharpen Focus. If past primary election cycles are our
guide, voters may soon begin to turn a keen eye to the various candidates running
for president. An analysis of Google search trends for the past three presidential
election cycles shows search activity about the election tends to begin its surge
around the period immediately following the Iowa caucuses.

• Election Implications for Corporations. Some of the candidates running for the
nation’s top office have different ideas for the private sector. President Trump has
touted a mostly favorable corporate agenda, from tax reform to deregulation
efforts. However, some of the more progressive Democratic candidates have other
thoughts, including stepped up regulations for banks/tech firms and a ban on
fracking activity. Some proposals may be enacted unilaterally by executive action,
though the more significant ideas may require the cooperation of Congress.

As primary season unfolds, markets may begin to price-in 
the economic policies of leading candidates
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As Q4 earnings improve and expectations for 2020 remain 
positive, the economic expansion will likely trot on
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Reactions to Coronavirus

• Pandemic Worries Prompt Global Growth Revisions. Despite an upward revision of its
2020 global growth forecast last month following the signing of the phase one trade
deal, the World Bank announced last week that it will revise its forecast once more
for at least the first part of 2020 in response to the Wuhan coronavirus. Since the
Chinese economy accounts for ~17% of global GDP, any economic stumbles
originating there could have ripple-effects beyond its borders.

• China Prepares to Halve Tariffs on U.S. Goods. The Chinese government announced
last week that it will cut tariff rates in half on $75 billion worth of U.S. imports. The
change is scheduled to take effect this Friday, at the same time that the U.S. plans
to implement its own reductions on tariffs for Chinese products. This is a sign that the
Chinese government is willing and able to take measures to help its economy
weather the effects of the pandemic.

• Pandemic Effect on U.S. Economy Remains Muted. The economic effects of the
coronavirus appear to be contained within China as of now, as the U.S. economy
showed signs of resilience last week. In particular, the Institute for Supply
Management’s Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) for January rose
to 50.9 after five-straight months of below-50 readings, again indicating a growing
manufacturing sector. ISM’s services PMI also increased to 55.5, up slightly from 55.0
in December, and comfortably above the expansionary level of 50.

Earnings Season Turns from Gloomy to Bloomy

• Q4 Earnings Move into Positive Territory. With approximately 65% of companies in the
S&P 500 reporting so far, the blended year-over-year earnings growth rate, which is
a combination of actual results and analysts’ expectations for companies that have
yet to report, stands at a positive 0.8%. This is a noteworthy improvement from the
0.4% decline expected a week prior. For 2020, earnings remain more optimistic with
consensus estimates standing at a 8.3% earnings growth.

• Soft Earnings Not Broad-Based. As expectations for Q4 earnings growth improve for
the S&P 500, the weakness that exists appears to be particularly focused in specific
portions of the market. In particular, earnings weakness in oil, gas and consumable
fuels companies has had a large impact on the overall index’s figures. In fact,
removing just this one sector from the S&P 500 would render expectations for Q4
even more positive, at approximately 3.3%.

• Unbalanced Market Reaction to Earnings. In aggregate, approximately 69% of
companies in the S&P 500 have reported actual earnings above the mean
estimates. However, the market is rewarding positive earnings surprises less while
punishing negative surprises more, on average. Companies that have reported
positive earnings surprises for Q4 have seen an average increase in their share price
of 0.8% within the two-day window of release. However, stocks that have missed
expectations have seen their prices decline by 2.2% over the same timeframe.

Proactive response to the Wuhan epidemic appears geared 
to contain and limit the virus’s impact to China for now
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